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Background: Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine is weakened Mycobacterium bovis based
preparation that provides protective effects and immunotherapy against many ailments and may be
tested against SARS-COV-2. Herein, we compare the prevalence of COVID-19 in countries with
and without mandatory BCG vaccination program along with a study to examine its incidence in
doctors working at quarantine facility with and without history of prior BCG vaccination. Methods:
For cross-sectional examination, the data was collated from worldometer.info, BCG World Atlas and
COVID-19 stats at National Command and Operation Centre (NCOC), Government of Pakistan
accessed on Apr 30, 2021. For a real-time analysis, total of one hundred random male and female
doctors working at a COVID-19 healthcare facility in Pakistan were voluntarily selected. Chi-square
test was used to perform the statistical analysis with the help of SPSS-22. Results: The prevalence of
COVID-19 in countries with and without a mandatory BCG vaccination policy was found to be
5,512 and 75,592 cases per million, respectively, and mortality rates were 98 and 1,435 per million,
respectively. Amongst our randomly selected doctors, only 28% of the BCG vaccinated doctors were
affected by COVID-19 contrary to 94% of those who were unvaccinated. Conclusions: The
incidence of COVID-19 was considerably lower in the doctors with a history of BCG vaccination
supported by the evidence that the countries with a universal BCG vaccine policy had a significantly
low incidence and lower mortality rate due to COVID-19.
Keywords: Bacillus Calmette-Guerin vaccine (BCG), SARS-COV-2, Tuberculosis, Coronavirus,
COVID-19
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INTRODUCTION
The emergence of Corona Virus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) has infected more than 150 million
people worldwide with a total of 3,179,925
casualities. Pakistan, alone has reached a total of
820,823 cases with 17,811 mortalities as of April 30,
2021. With the onset of this pandemic, vaccination is
considered as the most effective preventive measure
for this disease. Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG)
vaccine was first introduced in 1921 and has been
used since then for the prevention of tuberculosis.
BCG vaccines contain a live attenuated strain of
Mycobacterium bovis, and it protects against various
pathogens, some of which may be responsible for
acute respiratory tract infections.1 However, BCG
activates the cross-protection that may not be
associated to target the disease due to 'Trained
Immunity' or innate immune memory.2
In addition to tuberculosis, BCG vaccine has
also been utilized for the protection against
autoimmune and inflammatory diseases.3 BCG
vaccine can speed up the reactivation of the immune
system.4 Therefore, multiple doses of BCG vaccine
have been utilized previously in the treatment of
bladder cancer and type-1 diabetes mellitus.5 Trained
immunity is one of the reason, why many studies
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recommend that multiple doses of BCG vaccine
should be included in the clinical trials of COVID-19
vaccination.6 Some of the recently published studies
on COVID-19 suggest that BCG vaccine is potent
enough to combat this disease.7,8 However, a few
studies do not favour the use of multiple doses of
intradermal BCG vaccination.5
Several epidemiological studies concluded
that countries with an approved policy of universal
BCG vaccination had a lower incidence of COVID19 and a lower mortality rate as compared to the
countries that did not have a mandatory BCG
vaccination policy.9–11 The current study was carried
out to provide a comparative data of selected
countries with and without mandatory BCG
vaccination policy and to establish the fact that ‘BCG
vaccination boosts immunity in health care
professionals exposed to COVID-19’.
This study was conducted to assess the
incidence of COVID-19 in doctors, who were
previously administered BCG vaccine in their
childhood and those who were not formerly
administered BCG vaccine (negative control) and
were dealing with COVID-19 patients in a COVID19 healthcare facility in the city of Islamabad,
Pakistan.
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All information of the respondents was
obtained after proper certification of the Bioethics
and Biosafety Committee of the healthcare facility.
Chi-square test was used to perform the statistical
analysis with the help of SPSS-22. The confidence
interval was established at 95% and p<0.05% was
deemed as statistically significant.

METHODOLOGY
The ethical approval of this study was obtained from
the institutional review board at Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto Medical University Islamabad, Pakistan. The
data were compiled from worldometers.info, BCG
world atlas and COVID-19 stats at National
Command and Operation Centre (NCOC),
Government of Pakistan [accessed on April 30,
2021].
For a real-time analysis, a COVID-19
healthcare facility of a tertiary care hospital operating
with a compliance to standard operating procedures
(SOPs) of World Health Organization (WHO) was
selected. Informed consent was obtained from all of
the participants of this study and access to this
facility was obtained with all implemented ethical
considerations and standard biosafety procedures.
A total of one hundred doctors, who were
assigned to take care of more than 500±50 COVID19 positive patients for 6 months at a tertiary care
hospital in Pakistan were included in this study. The
sample size was similar to that used in previously
published studies related to COVID-19.12,13 A similar
sample size was also calculated according to the
sample size calculator to calculate vaccine
effectiveness for studies related to COVID-19 where
the predicted vaccine effectiveness was 90%, the
desired precision width was 30%, and considering
that the attack rate of the virus was 30% as suggested
by WHO.
The BCG vaccination cards of the
healthcare workers were obtained after consent and
the evaluation of BCG vaccination scar was
performed. Those without the preceding records were
confirmed through mantoux test. These doctors were
observed for nosocomial infection of SARS Cov-2
despite employment of PPEs with a strict compliance.
Doctors in direct contact with the patients
were included in this study while nursing staff,
phlebotomists, sanitary workers, infectious waste
management personnels, management staff and
sample transporters of the hospital were excluded.
The indviduals with any known health conditions like
diabetes,
hypertension,
pulmonary
diseases,
rheumatoid arthritis and obesity were also excluded.
Only the primary data recorded was analyzed.

RESULTS
A total of one hundred health care workers, who were
assigned to take care of more than 500 COVID-19
positive patients at a tertiary care hospital in Pakistan
were included in this study. Out of these 100
individuals, 29 male healthcare workers and 21
female healthcare workers had a prior history of BCG
vaccination in their childhood while 30 male and 20
female healthcare workers were never administered
BCG vaccine (Table-1).
Doctors were assessed for COVID-19 for a
period of six months. Data compiled from 1 to 30
April 2021 revealed that 28% of the doctors who had
received a BCG vaccine in their childhood still were
affected by COVID-19. Contrary to this, 94% of the
workers who were not vaccinated with BCG vaccine
in their childhood suffered from SARS COV-2
hospital-acquired infection. The immunized doctors
who tested positive for COVID-19 were
asymptomatic; however, some alongwith all of the
unimmunized individuals, exhibited mild fever,
malaise, dry cough, headache and shortness of breath
(Table-2).
Countries with and without a universal BCG
vaccine policy alongwith their respective prevalence
of COVID-19 cases and mortality rate per million are
tabulated as Table-3 and 4, and the data has been
dichotomized.
Table-1: Total number of immunized and
unimmunized doctors included in the study
Total Participents

Male
59

Female
41

Total
100

29
30

21
20

50
50

8
28
36

6
19
25

14
47
61

Immuniztion
Immunized with BCG Vaccine
Unimmunized with BCG Vaccine
Infected
Immunized infected
Unimmunized infected
Total Infected

Table-2: Association of BCG Vaccine with COVID-19
Vaccine
No
Count [n (%)]
Within COVID-19 (%)
Yes
Count [n (%)]
Within COVID-19 (%)
Total
Count (n)
Within COVID-19 (%)

Yes
47 (94)
77
14 (28)
23
61
100

COVID
No
3 (6)
7.7
36 (72)
92.3
39
100

Total
50
50
50
50
100
100

p

Unadjusted
Odds Ratio

Adjusted
Odds Ratio

95% CI
for Odds Ratio

<0.001

40.29

44.58

11.46–173.44
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Table-3: Countries without a universal BCG
vaccine policy
Country
France
Finland
Italy
Sweden
Slovenia
Mean

Total Cases Cases/Million
5,592,390
85,520
86,613
15,612
4,009,208
66,391
967,678
95,326
239,339
115,112
2,179,046
75,592

Deaths/Million
1,594
165
1,996
1,379
2,041
1,435

Table-4: Countries with a universal BCG vaccine
policy
Country
Pakistan
Bangladesh
India
Indonesia
Philippines
Afghanistan
China
Mean

Total Cases
820,823
756,955
18,762,976
1,662,868
1,028,738
59,745
90,655
3,311,823

Cases/Million Deaths/Million
3,658
79
4,559
69
13,487
150
6,027
164
9,286
155
1,507
66
63
3
5,512
98

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to assess the comparative immunity
of doctors against COVID-19. Most of these doctors
were previously immunized with a BCG vaccine,
while the others had no prior immunization with a
BCG vaccine throughout their life. Though, WHO has
not yet recommended the use of BCG vaccine for the
prevention or treatment of COVID-19 still, it has been
thought to enhance immunity.14–16 Clinical trials are
under progress, where doctors in contact with COVID19 patients are being administered BCG vaccine to
evaluate the effects of this vaccine concerning
prevention against COVID-19.17
The results of this study support previously
published literature, which suggests that a reduced rate
of mortality and morbidity due to COVID-19 disease
is observed in the countries where a universal BCG
vaccination policy has been implemented.18–20
As of 30 April 2021, a total of 151,240,576
cases of COVID-19 have been reported with 3,182,092
recorded casulaties at a rate of 408.2 casualities per
million population. Incidence of COVID-19 in BCG
vaccinated countries and in countries without a
universal BCG vaccine policy was 5,512 cases per
million and 75,592 cases per million, respectively.
Moreover, the death rates due to COVID-19 in BCG
vaccinated countries and in countries without a
universal BCG vaccine policy was 98 per million and
1,435 per million, respectively. Pakistan, individually
has a total number of 820,823 cases with a gross
occurrence of 3,658 cases per million with a mortality
rate of 79 deaths per million. According to Global
health observatory data repository provided by WHO
91% 1-year-olds in Pakistan are BCG vaccinated in
2020. Another study suggested that 80% of the
population was BCG vaccinated.21
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BCG vaccination is a part of vaccination
policy. However, countries like Finland, France, Italy
and Sweden require an approval of parents before
administration of vaccine and it is not mandatory for
all individuals to get vaccinated. If the parents are
unwilling to get the vaccine the vaccine is not
administered to chtheir children. According to Global
health observatory data repository provided by WHO
no data for BCG vaccination in 1-year-olds is available
for Slovenia, Italy, Finland and France which indicates
uncertainity about vaccination. Similarly according to
the Global health observatory data repository provided
by WHO 26% of 1-year-olds in Sweden are BCG
vaccinated.
The dichotomized data of crude case fatality
rate (CFR) (deaths/incidence) was 1.33% for BCG and
2.24% for non BCG administrating countries. A
comparison of total cases from a few randomly
selected countries with and without a universal BCG
vaccine policy till 30 April 2021, suggests that the
average of COVID-19 cases was lower in countries
with a universal BCG vaccine policy. Furthermore, the
average of the total number of deaths per million was
higher in countries without a universal BCG vaccine
policy.
This is further strengthened with the
statement that BCG vaccines are manufactured under
different conditions across the globe generating
divergent formulations.22,23 A study carried out in
Guinea Bissau suggested that BCG vaccinated children
have a lower mortality rate of around 50%.
Furthermore, it was also noticed that the overall
mortality rate was lowered due to the administration of
BCG vaccine as it reduced the possibility of
respiratory infections and sepsis.24
This study supports the results from
previously published studies that the randomly selected
countries that do not administer BCG vaccine had a
higher number of COVID-19 cases and a higher
mortality rate per million individuals. Contrary to this
finding, the countries where BCG vaccination policy
was in place and the vaccine was administered had a
lower moratlity rate per million and the total number of
cases per million were lower. These findings supported
that BCG vaccination might have a potential role in
reducing the average of COVID-19 cases and mortality
rate in the population under study.
Evidence from previous laboratory and
clinical experiments revealed that BCG vaccine might
produce nonspecific preventive results against several
viral infections in human beings.5,25 It has been
observed that interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) was presented
in a substantial quantity from CD4+ cells that
prevented the mice against infection from the virus,
hence, it is termed as trained immunity.26 This also
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emphasizes that interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) improves
immuno-modulatory effects in the body as it enhances
presentation and processing of antigens, augments
leukocyte trafficking, entices an antiviral situation and
promotes antimicrobial features.27 As a consequence of
BCG vaccination, pro-inflammatory cytokines like
Interleukin-1β (IL-1β) cause nonspecific immunity
against various viral agents.28 The protection provided
by BCG vaccination against COVID-19 is mainly due
to its nonspecific effects.5,29

9.

10.

11.

12.

CONCLUSION
The countries with universal BCG vaccination policy
have a lower incidence of COVID-19 and a lower
death rate in comparison to countries with no BCG
vaccine policy. Incidence of COVID-19 was
significantly lower in randomly selected doctors who
had been administered BCG vaccine in their
childhood in comparison to those who had never been
administered the vaccine throughout their life. There
is a considerable contrast in the incidence and death
rate due to COVID-19 in Pakistan as compared to the
countries where administration of BCG vaccine is not
practiced and this possibly demonstrates enhanced
recovery from the disease in Paksitani population.
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